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Unit 6 Overview 
Emotions in Conflict
In this unit, you will learn about the role of emotions in conflict. Emotions are states of feeling that arise naturally during conflict. During conflict a natural tension of opposite occurs—to soften or harden. Emotional intensity varies, our self-protective moves are processed in the right hemisphere of our brain, participants see emotions as good or bad, and relationships are defined by the kind of emotion that is expressed. Learning how to catch your automatic thoughts, express anger responsibly, and take personal responsibility for your own emotional transformation yields big payoffs for managing conflict productively.


Outcomes
Unit Outcomes 
	Describe the functions of emotions in conflict resolution

Discuss misconceptions about emotions
Analyze ways misconceptions about emotions hinder conflict resolution


Course Outcomes 
CM310-1: Analyze conflict situations
CM310–2: Apply specific tools to conflict

What do you have to do in this unit?
Reading 
Complete the readings
	Discussion 
Participate in discussion 
	Seminar 
Attend the live seminar or complete option 2

Reading 
Reading Introduction: 
Emotions serve a variety of functions, and negative emotions such as anger can serve as a wake-up call. The popular notion that you can get rid of emotions by expressing them (the catharsis view) has been challenged in recent studies. The anger-fear cycle details what is underneath feelings of anger. Other emotions such as sadness and depression can alert us to trouble in a relationship. You will learn that in general, men find it easier to express anger while women find expressing sadness more common. The authors also provide a long list of "feeling words" to help identify some emotional states that occur in conflict.

Key TermsTop of Form

Bottom of Form
The right hemisphere of the brain regulates raw conflict, competition, and fighting. 
Prosocial or “soft” emotions tend to be associated with the left hemisphere of the brain.
Awareness draws not on “knowing something” but on clarity.

eTextbook
Top of Form
Bottom of Form
Chapter 6 Emotions in Conflict in Interpersonal Conflict 
In this chapter, Bill Wilmot and Joyce Hocker discuss the role of emotions in conflict. First, they note that emotions are states of feelings. During conflict a natural tension of opposite occurs—to soften or harden. Emotions serve a variety of functions, and negative emotions such as anger can serve as a wake-up call. Other emotions such as sadness and depression can also alert us to trouble in a relationship. The authors note that awareness, flexibility, compassion, and vulnerability are ways to express emotions for a positive result.
As you read the chapter, begin thinking about the role of emotions in conflict. When you've finished the reading, take the conflict styles assessment. 

Reading 2: Faw, B. (2009). Staying positive in negative times. New Hampshire Business Review, Vol. 31 (25).

eTextbook
Bottom of Form
Reading 2: Faw, B. (2009). Staying positive in negative times. New Hampshire Business Review, Vol. 31 (25).
	Go to the Kaplan University website (outside the classroom on your main home page) by either closing your CM310 course or opening another browser window.

Click on the "Library" link, near the top right portion of the screen.
If you already have a library ID, the online library main page will appear. If not, you’ll need your school ID#. You can obtain that by providing your last name and sending it via email on the provided link.
Under the box entitled, “Online Resources,” click on “Electronic Articles,” which may pop up first.
In the “Databases” box on the right side of the page, click on “Master FILE Premier.” It is listed alphabetically.
You should be taken right to EBSCOHost.
In that search box, type or copy and paste the phrase, Staying positive in negative times, which is the article’s title. Then go to the next search box (below the first) and then type in the author’s last name: Faw, B.
Click PDF Full Text. Wait until it opens. It takes a minute or two.
For citing purposes, it is Faw, B. (2009). Staying positive in negative times. New Hampshire Business Review, Vol. 31 (25). 
Contact your instructor if you have trouble.


Seminar 
The topic for this seminar is the role of emotions in conflict. We will discuss ways to express emotions productively. We will also discuss some of the reasons why change is often difficult.
Complete one of the following options:
Option 1: Participate in a synchronous seminar. 
	What are some ways to express anger productively?

What are some of the reasons change is difficult?
How do sadness, disgust, shame, and guilt influence conflict situations?
	What are automatic thoughts and how are they connected to emotions?


